
 

Adapted from: The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine. (2017). The Health Effects of Cannabis and Cannabinoids: The Current 

State of Evidence and Recommendations for Research. ¤ : Since this document was published at the start of 2017, the level of evidence may have 

changed for some effects. In particular, this is the case for epilepsy, with Epidyolex having been granted a European marketing authorisation for Dravet 

syndrome and Lennox-Gastaut syndrome. 

Health effects Level of evidence of the effect

Positifs

1) To treat the symptoms of a disease

* biological symptoms

chronic pain cannabis

spasticity (multiple sclerosis), assessed by the patient cannabinoids

spasticity (multiple sclerosis), assessed by the clinician cannabinoids

spasticity (paralysis, spinal cord injury) cannabinoids

chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting cannabinoids

appetite and weight loss (HIV/AIDS) cannabis and cannabinoids

cancers cannabinoids

anorexia et cachexia (cancer) cannabinoids

epilepsy cannabinoids ¤

irritable bowel disease cannabinoids (THC)

intraocular pressure (glaucoma) cannabinoids

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis cannabinoids

motor system symptoms (Parkinson's disease) cannabinoids

dystonia (involuntary muscle contractions) cannabinoids (THC)

* behavioral symptoms

sleep disturbances (sleep apnoea, fibromyalgia, chronic pain, 

multiple sclerosis, etc.)
cannabinoids (THC + CBD)

anxiety cannabinoids (CBD)

symptoms of Tourette syndrome cannabinoids (THC)

symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder cannabinoids (THC)

symptoms of dementia cannabinoids

depressive symptoms (chronic pain and dementia) cannabinoids (THC + CBD)

behavioural symptoms (schizophrenic disorders) cannabinoids (CBD)

behavioural symptoms (Huntington's disease) cannabinoids

addictions cannabinoids

2) Positive effects without a therapeutic effect being sought

decreased risk of metabolic syndrome and diabetes cannabis

increased pulmonary capacity cannabis

Negative

3) On the development of cancers

lung cancers cannabis

head and neck cancers cannabis

testicular cancers (non-seminoma-type germ cell tumours) cannabis

oesopharyngeal cancers) cannabis

non-Hodgkin lymphoma, malignant gliomas, prostate cancer, 

cervical cancer, anal cancer
cannabis

leukaemias and brain cancers, in offspring cannabis (parents)

4) On cardiometabolic and respiratory risks

myocardial infarction (chronic use) cannabis

myocardial infarction (occasional use) cannabis

stroke cannabis

risk of prediabetes cannabis

chronic bronchitis symptoms cannabis

improvements in respiratory symptoms cannabis (cessation)

chronic obstructive pulmonary dis. if combined with tobacco use cannabis

asthma cannabis
 



 

Adapted from: The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine. (2017). The Health Effects of Cannabis and Cannabinoids: The Current 

State of Evidence and Recommendations for Research. ¤ : Since this document was published at the start of 2017, the level of evidence may have 

changed for some effects. In particular, this is the case for epilepsy, with Epidyolex having been granted a European marketing authorisation for Dravet 

syndrome and Lennox-Gastaut syndrome. 

5) On the immune system

decrease in inflammatory markers cannabis

liver fibrosis (hepatitis C) cannabis

immune status in individuals with HIV cannabis

6) On accidents

motor vehicle accidents cannabis

overdoses in children cannabis

occupational accidents cannabis

mortality - cannabis overdose cannabis

mortality - all causes cannabis

7) For prenatal, perinatal and neonatal exposure

low birth weight cannabis

pregnancy complications cannabis

admission of the infant to the neonatal intensive care unit cannabis

long-term outcomes in the offspring (sudden infant death 

syndrome, academic achievement, cannabis use, etc.)
cannabis

8) On psychosocial risks

cognitive impairement (memory, attention, learning) cannabis

impaired academic achievement cannabis

increased rates of unemployment and low income cannabis

impaired social and relational capacities cannabis

9) On mental health

schizophrenia and other psychoses cannabis

better cognitive performance (individuals with psychotic 

disorders using cannabis)
cannabis

worsening of negative symptoms of schizophrenia cannabis

worsening of postive symptoms of schizophrenia cannabis

development of depressing disorders cannabis

improvement/worsening of depression cannabis

suicide attempts cannabis

development of social anxiety disorder cannabis

development of other anxiety disorders cannabis

development of bipolar disorders cannabis

worsening of bipolar disorders cannabis

development of post-traumatic stress disorder cannabis

worsening of symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder cannabis
 

Substantial or conclusive evidence

Moderate evidence

Limited evidence

No or insufficient evidence

Efficacy OR 

Association

Inefficacy OR

No association
Level of evidence

cannabinoids : cannabidiol (CBD) or tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), 

synthesised or extracted, oral consumption
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